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From:
Anthony Noel
Date:
1/29/2002 4:58 PM
Subject:
Page 1 of 11
([email protected])
ODS Questions
For those who have had the opportunity to mess around with a dumble or dumble clone. I am
curious, I hear everyone talking about the dumble's clean tones being too sweet for words. I
however rarely hear anyone mention the overdrive channel on the amps. Can anyone give me a
good description of the overdrive characteristics of the amp. Along with how it has changed
through the years. I can't locate any ODS sound clips other than your typical Robben Ford, Larry
Carlton stuff. I can't recall ever hearing the ODS at it's extremes (I think maybe some of the MR.
Mister stuff was pretty heavy with the overdrive but the overall playing is pretty subdued so it's
hard to tell there to). With the 4 stages and what I am assuming by the overal circuits that are
available that the overdrive is similar to that of a Boogie MarkII type, heavy and smooth. Is it
heavy enough for even us 80's hair banger types? I've got an amp on the bench that I'm thinking
of butchering into the '97 ODS scheme just to get an idea of what the hype is all about since I
doubt that I'll get the opportunity anytime soon to check out the real deal. But if the overdrive is
more subdued than I think it is then I might pass. Any thoughts for me to consider?
From:
Date:
Subject:
jaysg
([email protected])
1/29/2002 8:02 PM
Re: ODS Questions
I hear everyone talking about the dumble's clean tones being too sweet for words. I
however rarely hear anyone mention the overdrive channel on the amps.
Don't you mean the other way around?
My clone is in an '83 Concert, so its clean channel is the AB763 circuit, not the ODS's. I think Gil
Ayan has likened the non-Skyliner OD sound as closest to the Mark I Boogie. I'm sure he'll pipe in
if that's wrong. You're looking at the one with the post OD tone stack(Skyliner), so ymmv. I did
once play Crossroads with it, and it's the wrong amp for that tune, at least with me at the wheel -too clean. Mine is the '77 architecture with '97 values.
From:
Date:
Subject:
MBSetzer
([email protected])
1/29/2002 10:46 PM
Re: ODS Questions
Hi jay,
Looks like the '83 Concert is just about like the Twin Reverb II, and I've just started to consider
dumblizing the gain channel on the one here.
Naturally I didn't follow all the threads when the serious cloning was going on, any advice you can
give me about yours would be most helpful and would seem to be most applicable to this type of
Twin.
Email me if you want, also anybody else who might have some ideas for me to get into a Dumble
type channel starting from square one :)
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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I'm not so sure what to expect or how to tell if a circuit compares to an actual Dumble anyway, but
taking this approach what are the chances it will sound better than the stock Fender gain channel?
Also, did you wire up the unused section of V4?
Thanks,
Mike
From:
Date:
Subject:
jaysg
([email protected])
1/30/2002 12:11 AM
Re: ODS Questions
did you wire up the unused section of V4?
yup
Check your email in a few minutes.
From:
Date:
Subject:
Carl Z
([email protected])
1/29/2002 10:20 PM
Re: ODS Questions
Anthony;
For what it's worth, I really don't see what all the hype is about. There may be a few killer amps
floating around but they sure ain't what's in circulation on the net. I've built a few Dumble clones
and I'll be damned if I can get a decent tone out of them. The clean channel is very broadband but
it's sure no better or worse than anything else out there. The overdrive, particularly at the extreme
settings has a very compressed boogie character to it. Again, available in a ton of different amps.
Bottom line I think is that a few big name players used them, one that happens to be a dead
legend, so a certain voodoo or mystique has developed around these amps. Overall, there's really
nothing going on that you can't achieve with other amps. Bruce has worked on and played through
a few of the real deal and has voiced to me at least, similar opinions.
Just my two cents
Carl Z
http://www.zwengelamps.com
From:
Date:
Subject:
Sonic Bloom
([email protected])
1/29/2002 11:05 PM
Re: ODS Questions
Carl,
What era circuit (70's, 80's, 90's, or some hybrid) did you copy when you built your clones?
My modded Bassman 50 head is based upon, what I believe is (but I'm not really sure), something
very close to an early or mid-80's circuit. I think there are some very nice tones in there, but as
you said, nothing totally earth-shattering. However, I'm wondering if there are some missing circuit
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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or component type details which I'm not yet aware of that might make all the difference. One of
the problems is that there has been so much cloak and dagger secrecy concerning the various
circuits (especially the desireable 80's ones) and their variations that it's hard for me to tell how
close I really came to cloning a good example. But there are enough stories I've heard about guys
having had transcendent playing experiences when trying out particular 80's era Dumbles (or the
new K&M "Custom" dead-on ODS clone), that I figure there must be something to all the hype.
From:
Date:
Subject:
jaysg
([email protected])
1/30/2002 12:21 AM
Re: ODS Questions
But there are enough stories I've heard about guys having had transcendent playing
experiences when trying out particular 80's era Dumbles (or the new K&M "Custom"
dead-on ODS clone), that I figure there must be something to all the hype.
I think it's the touch sensitivity. If you didn't think it was remarkable, then it's not for you. The this
'n that Coast shootouts usually have someone saying that they didn't care for it until they actually
plugged in themselves.
From:
Date:
Subject:
John Kelley Brown
([email protected])
1/30/2002 1:35 AM
Re: ODS Questions
....someone saying that they didn't care for it until they actually plugged in themselves.
I was at the West Coast shootout and am one of the guys you are refering to. I truely respect Larry
Carlton and Robin Ford, but I've never wanted to get their tone. It's too "thick" and reminds me of
the early Boogie tone. When I went to the shootout and listened to the other players, (they were
damn good), play through the gainy settings of the original '70's Dumble, the Emerald Pro and the
Fuchs, my negative opinion of the Dumble circuit was reafirmed.
But just for the hell of it I played through the '70's Dumble just to be able to say I did, (sort of like
getting an autograph), and holy shit, that fucker came alive! It had the high gain circuit on but on
a moderate setting. I'm not criticizing the playing style of the players who were able to nail that
Carlton tone, it's just that this reinforces the lesson that you can't judge an amp until you've
played through it, at least at a moderately loud volume, and played through it in a band setting.
I came to the shootout not even wanting to like the Dumble, I walked out with my foot in my
mouth. Yes, there is a reason behind the hype, at least with the particular amp I played through.
Kelley
From:
Adam Alpern
Date:
1/30/2002 3:38 AM
Subject:
([email protected])
Re: ODS Questions
But just for the hell of it I played through the '70's Dumble just to be able to say I did,
(sort of like getting an autograph), and holy shit, that fucker came alive! It had the
high gain circuit on but on a moderate setting. I'm not criticizing the playing style of
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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the players who were able to nail that Carlton tone, it's just that this reinforces the
lesson that you can't judge an amp until you've played through it, at least at a
moderately loud volume, and played through it in a band setting.
I came to the shootout not even wanting to like the Dumble, I walked out with my foot
in my mouth. Yes, there is a reason behind the hype, at least with the particular amp I
played through.
Kelley
Thanks for sharing your experience with that Dumble. I think this sort of points to something I've
always felt, that listening and playing are very different activities; what works for one may be very
different from what works for the other.
I know for certain that there are plenty of guitar tones out there that I love listening to, but leave
me uninspired (or even anti-inspired) if I try to duplicate them. Likewise, some tones which I only
like when purely listening to may totally inspire me when playing.
And like you said, volume and playing in a band setting also makes a big difference.
Finally, thanks for sharing the Transatlantic Bassman! I love that kind of versatile conversion
project. I've been looking for a good dual EL34 project, and that just might be it.
-Adam
From:
Date:
Subject:
Carl Z
([email protected])
1/30/2002 4:26 AM
Re: ODS Questions
I'm wondering if there are some missing circuit or component type details which I'm
not yet aware of that might make all the difference.
It's certainly not outside the realm of possibility! They all shared the same basic topology and I
noodled with virtually all the component values so I guess you could say they were all of the above
and none of the above. What struck me was that the drive tone was rather smooth, almost too
smooth. But they lacked authority, forwardness, or attitude for lack of a better way to put it.
Maybe I just prefer that "just got punched in the nose" in your face sort of gain you get with a
more british architecture. Ya know what I mean Vern?!
Carl Z
From:
Date:
Subject:
John Kelley Brown
([email protected])
1/30/2002 5:53 AM
Re: ODS Questions
Carl,
I agree about the lack of authority in this circuit, although I liked the Two Rock Emerald Pro, it
could get a lot of great tones, great bottom end and percussive in the clean tone, it couldn't get a
real angry british tone, this is what I think I'm hearing in the '80's Dumbles on recordings as well.
But the '70's Dumble I mentioned elsewhere in this thread was very aggressive, plenty of tattoos
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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and nose rings to the tone without buzzyness, it really stood out in a band situation where there
were multipal guitar players. It had plenty of edge and "rebelious" where I normaly associate the
Dumble tone with being more rounded and "respectable".
Kelley
From:
Date:
Subject:
Sonic Bloom
([email protected])
1/29/2002 11:11 PM
Re: ODS Questions
Carl,
One more thing about ODS clones: I find that, in order to have a dynamic, non-overly compressed
overdrive tone, it is essential to keep the internal "trigger" pot (controls how much signal from the
"clean" preamp gets channeled into the overdrive station) set fairly low. Some guys recommend
setting between 40% and 60%, but I find that anywhere above 50% is already too much. This
goes a long way to taming the dreaded "Boogie-itis".
From:
Date:
Subject:
Mook
([email protected])
1/30/2002 12:47 AM
Re: ODS Questions
I set my internal pot around 40%. I've since backed it off to about 30%. I agree......in this case,
"less" is more.....
Mook
From:
Anthony Noel
Date:
1/30/2002 12:34 AM
Subject:
([email protected])
Re: ODS Questions
Thanks Carl, Actually I've got an amp that gets me the High Gain Marshall tones very well (Which
has always been my thing) and has a nice clean channel as well. I've never owned a boogie or
anything similar. I was mostly just wanting to do it to say that I did it. If I don't like it I'll transform
it into something else.
Yeah, I've yet to find anything that has mysterious voodoo, and I don't expect it from this either.
Just looking for another tonal option. Looking for a smooth bubbley lead tone.
From:
Date:
Subject:
Steve A.
([email protected])
1/30/2002 2:56 AM
Re: ODS Questions
Carl:
The clean channel is very broadband but it's sure no better or worse than anything else out there.
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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What really impressed me about the Ðumblê clean channel/tone stack is the various mode
switches that H.A.D. wired up. Here's some crap I wrote up about them...
The circuits contained in these drawings are based on several amp designs going back to the
50's. The treble and bass controls in the normal "Rock" mode are similar to the Fender 6G4 Super
amp, with a few minor component changes. The mid control is not unlike the treble-cut tone
control on a typical guitar, and also shows some similarities to the "Mellow" switch used on the
Magnatone M-260-A amp.
In the "Jazz" mode, the treble and bass controls are configured virtually the same as those in
the M-260-A, with a few minor changes in component values. As for the Boost switch it is not
unlike the tone stack defeat switch used in the early Mesa Boogie Mark I amps.
The local feedback loop between the plate and grid of the second stage is similar to that used by
the Fender 5E8A Twin amp (which uses a 10M resistor and a 0.1uF blocking cap).
from:
http://www.blueguitar.org/coolnorm.pdf
When everybody started building ODS clones a few years ago, a common complaint was the
harsh tone from the OD channel but as people here started tweaking with the design we started
getting better sounds from our amps. Even now there seems to be a 3rd generation of clones being
made with "high-tech" stuff like cathode followers and split plate loads... ;)
In any case, the ODS is just one amp design... there are lots of great amp designs out there.
Still, I think it is pretty impressive figuring that it came out in the early 70's. (I have a hunch that
he had developed the Clean channel/tone stack even earlier than that.)
--Thanks!
Steve Ahola
From:
Date:
Subject:
Chris B
([email protected])
1/30/2002 4:54 AM
Re: ODS Questions
The local feedback loop between the plate and grid of the second stage is similar to
that used by the Fender 5E8A Twin amp (which uses a 10M resistor and a 0.1uF
blocking cap).
This doesn't sound too much different from the architecture of the Peavey Delta Blues / Classic 30
preamp. The second stage (when in "Clean" mode) in the PV preamp has a local NFB loop too.
When everybody started building ODS clones a few years ago, a common complaint
was the harsh tone from the OD channel
Yep! Just like my Peavey! ;)
Chris B
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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Date:
Subject:
Steve A.
Page 7 of 11
([email protected])
1/31/2002 7:38 AM
Re: ODS Questions
Chris:
Yep! Just like my Peavey!
You don't suppose that Hartley Peavey would be Howard Dumble's alter-ego... I don't believe
that they've ever been seen together!
The second stage (when in "Clean" mode) in the PV preamp has a local NFB loop too.
Dang... I never noticed that before! It is a little bit different because the Dumble uses a
separate .047uF cap for the local NFB loop... a bigger difference is that most ODS/clones use a
much larger resistor: 22M, 33M or 44M. With a 2M2 resistor you get a very compressed sound (like
a Boogie). I've added that local NFB to many of my amps and it smooths out the sound a bit
without the dulling effect of running the signal to ground through a cap.
In OD mode the Peavey would be quite different because the ODS local NFB effect is before the
overdrive... it kinda pre-compresses the signal a little bit before the overdrive.
--Thanks!
Steve Ahola
From:
Date:
Subject:
Chris B
([email protected])
2/1/2002 4:20 AM
Re: ODS Questions
It is a little bit different because the Dumble uses a separate .047uF cap for the local
NFB loop... a bigger difference is that most ODS/clones use a much larger resistor:
22M, 33M or 44M. With a 2M2 resistor you get a very compressed sound (like a
Boogie).
What do you think the effects of increasing the size of the NFB resistor in the PV circuit would be?
I've added that local NFB to many of my amps and it smooths out the sound a bit
without the dulling effect of running the signal to ground through a cap.
Which circuit? The PV circuit or the ODS circuit?
In OD mode the Peavey would be quite different because the ODS local NFB effect is
before the overdrive... it kinda pre-compresses the signal a little bit before the
overdrive
I think I've about reached the limit of what I can do to my PV without altering the amp forever,
and it still sucks on the OD channel. :( With a DOD Mystic Blues OD, playing through the clean
channel is great, but it still bothers me that I can't use the OD channel without it sounding all
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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fuzzed out!
I've tried closing the back, changing the values of the bypass caps, among other things, and none
of it really makes much difference. I can tell a slight improvement at times, but it's not anywhere
near enough. :( Maybe I should just give in to the dark side and change that 2nd OD stage into a
cathode follower. ;)
Chris B
From:
Date:
Subject:
phil
([email protected])
1/30/2002 3:04 AM
Re: ODS Questions
Guys, I'm not trying to sell a particular amp here,but I played the dumble at the westcoast
shootout and the TR custom nails that sound. Not only the sound,
but the feel of the amp as well. The overdrive is great, you can get transcendental experience
playing one. The clean is great-like the best fender blackface. If you think you need a light touch to
by an ODS listen to SRV.
From:
Date:
Subject:
Steve A.
([email protected])
1/30/2002 3:07 AM
ODS sound samples
Anthony:
I can't locate any ODS sound clips other than your typical Robben Ford, Larry Carlton stuff.
Well, I've got some sound clips that sure ain't Robben or Larry... definitely more like Moe or
Curly! ;)
http://www.blueguitar.org/od_long2.mp3
http://www.blueguitar.org/odsample.mp3
Just screwing around to see what kind of raunchy sounds I could get out of my D'clone... (I
need to make some serious recordings using that amp.)
I've got an amp on the bench that I'm thinking of butchering into the '97 ODS scheme...
Ummm... are you sure that your customer is okay with that?
you set the bias..."
:D
"I just brought it in to have
Steve Ahola
From:
Date:
Subject:
Carl Z
([email protected])
1/30/2002 4:11 AM
Re: ODS sound samples
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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... definitely more like Moe or Curly
FYI... Did you know that Larry was a concert violinist?!
Carl Z
From:
Date:
Subject:
Tom
1/30/2002 4:15 AM
Re: ODS sound samples
Most of the later Stephen Bruton stuff is Dumble ods , also the very first album from Colin James is
Dumble ods (not the later stuff though) .
From:
Date:
Subject:
Regan
([email protected])
1/30/2002 7:32 AM
Re: ODS sound samples
I read that Steve Lukather's solo on Rosanna was the ODS. quite a bit more raunchy than Ford or
Carlton.
Plus, isn't David Lindley's El Rayo X album an ODS?
Regan
From:
Date:
Subject:
Tom
1/30/2002 2:41 PM
Re: ODS sound samples
David lindley used an old Steelstring Singer and also Dumble modded an old bassman head to
Steelstring singer spec these were used for the main sound on there according to D-man himself ,
you can hear it on the El Rayo X live album for sure , look on the backside of the cover of the live
album and you can see both amps on stage,if you look closely. the Singer is that big one.
From:
Date:
Subject:
Graydon Stuckey
([email protected])
1/30/2002 3:06 PM
ODS Sound samples
Anthony,
Just to put a spin on the various seemingly contradictory comments regarding the ODS...
The ODS is indeed a special amp. The clean is great, and the overdrive sings like few other amps
can.
However, it is _very_ smooth, and that sometimes is not what some players want. If you want an
in-yer-face Marshall grind, you're not going to like the Dumble likely. Sometimes it is so smooth,
even in the lead channel with enough gain to get spontaneous feedback, it still sounds clean.
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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This MP3 is a little rough, but it will give you an idea what my clone sounds like.
http://elektro.cmhnet.org/~graydon/guitarasambastudio.mp3
Both the Strat and the LesPaul-style guitar are played through the D-clone. My MP3 page has some
further details regarding the recording process.
http://elektro.cmhnet.org/~graydon/mp3.html
Another thing I have learned in the time since I finished my clone is that the ODS overdrive
channel sounds sweeter if you keep the gain set low. I had the gain far too high in the MP3 clip
above. Most clips you hear on the web are also set fairly high IMHO. They still sound great though.
It will produce fairly high gain too if you want it to, but that's a tone that any decent amp can get.
HTH,
Graydon Stuckey
http://elektro.cmhnet.org/~graydon/
From:
Date:
Subject:
Daver
([email protected])
1/31/2002 12:25 AM
Re: ODS Sound samples
Graydon,
The clips sound great! What schematic/ear of amp is yours based on? Did you have to change
much from the original schem? Thanks!
Daver
From:
Anthony Noel
Date:
1/31/2002 3:03 AM
Subject:
([email protected])
Thanks to everyone
I'm about 3/4 of the way through with the circuit conversion. I've even been able to fire it up and
both channels sound pretty good so far. I've still got to swap out the coupling caps after the PI to a
and put the presence control back in. (I had to ditch it temporarily to fit in the Clean Master, I had
to leave the clean Mid pot out and use a fixed value since I ran out of panel room for it. No biggie
though). I'm switching the channels via footswitch/relay and it's very quiet. It's a bit bass heavy
right now but I can't really tell until I get the PI caps replaced and the presence control wired. I'll
do that tommorow.
Another thing that is cool is that I'm left with an extra pair of triodes for a buffered loop.
It's not the super saturated sound that I was expecting (which is good.) And it is very smooth even
on lower gain settings. If I can tame the bass then I'll probably be good to go. (I have a feeling
that I'll end up having to shelve some bass in the clean channel but we'll see.)
Thanks everyone for their input.
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
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Date:
Subject:
Page 11 of 11
Mark S
1/31/2002 5:48 AM
presence cap 1.0 or 0.1?
The "hybrid" circuit shows a 1.0 uF. Is this the one to use? Most other presence controls use a 0.1.
Also, what voltage rating is needed on the presnce cap?
From:
Date:
Subject:
Honey Burst
([email protected])
1/31/2002 4:38 PM
Re: presence cap 1.0 or 0.1?
On 1/31/2002 5:48 AM, Mark S said:
The "hybrid" circuit shows a 1.0 uF. Is this the one to use? Most other presence
controls use a 0.1. Also, what voltage rating is needed on the presnce cap?
You have to look at the whole picture. The negative feedback loop is composed of:
1. Feedback resistor
2. Presence Cap
3. Presence Pot
4. Tap of the OT where you derive the signal from (this las factor is not relevant to the point I am
making ehre though)
You're right, lots of amps use a .1uF cap, but that goes with a 47K feedback resistor and a 22K
pot. In Dumble's case, the network is scaled by a factor of 10, so the cap is 1uF, the feedback
resistor 4.7K and the pot 2K. Scaling the network keeps the frequency response (theoretically) the
same, so there is nothing strange about what Dumble did.
Burst
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=ga&thread=165177
... 2/1/2002
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